
Proactively disguise and protect your communications  
and activities in the cloud and on the Internet.

NetAbstractionTM for 
Financial Services

The Challenge
Cyber attacks are in the news almost daily. 
Enterprise-level cyber attacks continue to 
increase dramatically in terms of volume and 
sophistication. All kinds of commercial enterprises 
struggle to prevent malware and control access 
to their data and Internet communications, but 
financial services firms are particularly vulnerable 
and often the focus of criminal elements. 

Are your networks fixed, static, easily located 
and thus more vulnerable to identification 
and attack? Are you finding that you struggle 
with security and privacy issues even after 
implementing SD-WAN? You must protect  
your network, while improving performance  
and securing communications between the 
enterprise, the branch, the Internet and the cloud.  

The NetAbstraction Solution
NetAbstraction was founded to address the 
privacy and security needs of enterprises and 
governments in this dynamic new environment, 
offering additional security, privacy, performance 
and significant cost reductions. We have found 
that entities that utilize NetAbstraction remain 
unidentifiable to criminal elements, prevent 
websites from filtering or denying content,  
and enable discreet online surveillance. 

NetAbstraction’s unique network design lowers 
your cyberattack profile by isolating, obfuscating 
and dynamically shifting your communications 
pathways. With NetAbstraction, your network  
communications are not attributed back  
to the bank.
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Dynamically provision
secure network
connections globally

Secure virtual  
private networks 

Internet identity 
management 

Dynamic routing  
across multiple clouds 

Distributed 
communications 

Enhanced security  
protections

NetAbstraction disguises and protects your networks, communications, applications and data with 
unique obfuscation solutions



Financial Services Use Cases
Secure Digital Transformation 
Augment or replace your existing 
WAN connections to increase 
privacy and security between  
the enterprise, branch, datacenter, 
Internet, and cloud. 

Financial Crimes: Anti-Money 
Laundering (AML), Fraud,  
and Cyber Research 
Research, monitor and track 
financial transactions safely  
and without identity attribution. 
Analysts access the Internet 
privately and with protection  
from browser and Internet- 
born threats. 

Data Governance & Compliance 
Make intelligent routing  
decisions and take back  
control of your data to achieve 
GDPR & HIPAA compliance.

Executive Travel Protection
Employees can safely  
conduct business from  
any device while traveling,  
even in hostile foreign countries.

Crisis Communications & 
Business Continuity 
Meet Federal Reserve 
requirements for sector- 
critical systems to recover  
from a disruptive, corruptive  
or destructive cyber event.  

Guest User Wi-Fi Protection
Shift risks to our network 
infrastructure and away  
from your assets when bank 
visitors use your network.   

Identity Obfuscation
Protect customer data  
and investment research.

The information provided in this document contains general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as described 
or which may change as a result of further development of the products. Availability and technical specifications are subject to change without notice.
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NetAbstraction for Financial Services

Multiple ways to connect to NetAbstraction

NetAbstraction provides critical 
identity obfuscation for financial 
services enterprises that need to 
protect customer data, financial 
transactions, investment research 
and branch communications. 

Our solutions provide complete misattribution 
and privacy for bank personnel operating on 
the Internet, leaving no identifiable footprint. 

Our suite of solutions not only help secure  
and protect network pathways but also 
obscure the existence of these pathways, 
reducing the possibility of attack when  
using the commercial cloud to provide 
application and data hosting services.

NetAbstraction is a proven Internet and  
cyber security solution for all types of  
financial services entities.

Clientless Browser: an interface from within your native browser

Software & Hardware-based Virtual Private Networks (VPN): 
OpenVPN (or alternative) certificates deployed at forward-facing 
edge router

NetAbstractionTS: a privacy protected mobile hotspot 

Custom User Defined Interfaces: we are experts in designing and 
implementing non-traditional telecommunications networks.

Lightweight Browser Plug-in for Malware Protected Browsing: 
browser-agnostic access to the Internet 

NetAbstraction is NOT a proxy! … proxy services are often blocked or filtered by target websites.

Company Proprietary


